
Set-Up Lock (SLOC)
Power on the DLT-100  

Set-up Lock enables the Administrator to prevent unauthorized changes to the system set-up.

NOTE: Each DLT-100 has to be locked and unlocked individually.

To activate SLOC:

Press the yes key twice, then the no key twice (YES-YES-NO-NO). This has to be done within 2 
seconds. ‘SLOC’ will appear momentarily on the screen. SLOC is now enabled.

When SLOC is enabled, if a user tries to change any setting by entering the set-up mode, ‘SLOC’ will appear 
momentarily on the screen. See figure 1. 

To unlock this feature, the same YES-YES-NO-NO sequence must be entered. There will be no prompt showing 
that SLOC was disabled. Accessing the set-up mode is the indication that SLOC is disabled.

Tone Control
Power on the DLT-100  

Press and hold the – and + buttons simultaneously for 2 seconds  

The LCD will display the last tone setting t: (1 - 9)

Using the -/+ buttons, adjust the tone up or down  

1 = Most bass response

5 = Flat (Default)

9 = Most treble response

Press and hold the – and + buttons simultaneously for two seconds to save the tone setting  

Programming Secure Key Code
Entering a four digit Secure Key Code into each group members’s DLT-100, prevents unauthorized individuals from 
listening in on the group.

1. Decide on a four digit numerical code that you will enter into each DLT, i.e. 1357. You must use the same 
code on each DLT in the group.

2. Start with the Chairman Master when programming.

3. With the DLT-100 turned on, hold the no and yes buttons  simultaneously for two  
seconds to enter the set-up menu.

4. Use the menu button  to scroll through the menu pages until you get to the screen displayed in figure 3.  

5. The first dash will be blinking; using the  button, insert the first digit of the code (0 – 9).

6. Press the menu button  again to move to the second dash which will now be blinking.

7. Enter the next digit and continue until all four digits have been entered.

8. One more press of the menu button  and you will see the word CodE displayed (figure 4).

9. With the Secure Key Code entered, exit the set-up menu by holding the no/yes buttons simultaneously for 
two seconds.

10. Follow the same process with the Chairman Slave and Slave units. 

NOTE: There will be fewer pages to scroll through on the Chairman Slave and Slave units to get to the code set-up screen.
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